The Shyft Network Roadmap

2017

Shyft core team joins forces

Shyft sales team hired

Core development begins

MVP for KYC / AML layer complete

Whitepaper ﬁnalized

Shyft signs MOU with the Government of Bermuda

Website launched

Q2 2018

Smart contract development
work continues
Shyft Safe contract completion
Bridge development continues

Base RMT layer development completed
Multiple LOUs signed with Trust Anchors (EnStream,
PaySafe, Polymath, Bitt, burstIQ)

Q4 2018

Shyft signs partnership with Jaxx
Finalization of Shyft Technical Bluepaper

Age of Antiquity 2019

Beginning 2018
RMT whitepaper completed

Shyft private Testnet launches

RMT development work begins

Shyft Portal development begins

Q1 2018

Bridge development work
continues

Shyft Wallet development begins

Shyft partners with Chainsafe

Q3 2018

Core advisors signed

Smart contract development
work continues

Use case development expands
(Kabn, Uulala)

Q1 2019

Shyft provisional patents ﬁled
Shyft partners with RSK
Multiple LOUs signed with Trust
Anchors (W2 Global Data, Digicel,
KYC 2020)

Use case R&D initiated Exchanges and Wallets
Authentication

Q2 2019
Core development work continues
Shyft wins CKYC pilot with Bank of
Mauritius

Shyft signs new partners
(Tomochain, Harmony)

LOUs signed with Trust Anchors
(Chainlink)
Shyft signs partnership with SALT

Renaissance Upgrade 2020
Shyft Byfrost Hyperchain Alpha
launches
3-5 major partners onboarding
onto network

Behavioural biometrics
hardware/software POC
development begins

Shyft user-facing portal launches

Blockchain data market POCs
begin

Shyft initializes multi-year
distribution

Libra blockchain development &
identity stack port begins

Shyft mainnet launch

Shyft UTXO bridge

Q1-Q2 2020 Shyft smart contract port to EOS
blockchain
Pre-coordinate bonding
producers for bridging
Central bank POCs begin
development

Institutional backend SaaS
platform sales begin
First interoperable identity
software layer for DEXs

Shyft begins network bonding &
synthetic asset deployment

Shyft partners with major exchanges for VASP
use case development

Deployment of Byfrost v1.0
(single point)

Shyft restates provisional patents

Pre-purchaser round closed

Q4 2019

Shyft launches on exchanges
Shyft presents Federated
Compliance contracts

Enhanced Trust Flow RMT
contracts completed
Privacy R&D on threshold
signatures

Shyft protocol & smart contract auditing
initiated

Q3 2019

Shyft technology walkthroughs completed
Shyft presents technical documentation
(upcoming)
Shyft publishes cryptoeconomics (upcoming)

Shyft begins development of
additional FATF solution spec

Shyft user-facing portal completed
Shyft signs partnership with Ciphertrace

Disclaimers
Forward-Looking Statements
This document may contain “forward-looking information”. Forward-looking information statements may include, among others, statements regarding the future plans, costs,
objectives or performance of Shyft Network Inc. (the “Company”), the ecosystem or the platform or the assumptions underlying any of the foregoing. In this document, words such
as “may”, “would”, “could”, “will”, “likely”, “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “intend”, “plan”, “estimate” and similar words and the negative form thereof are used to identify
forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements should not be read as guarantees of future performance or results, and will not necessarily be accurate indications of
whether, or the times at or by which, such future performance will be achieved. The actual results of the Company, the ecosystem and the platform could vary from the
forward-looking information contained herein, including as a result of such risks as a collapse in the market for cryptocurrencies, adverse regulatory developments and
competition from other platforms. Forward-looking statements and information are based on information available at the time and/or management’s good faith belief with
respect to future events and are subject to known or unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other unpredictable factors, many of which are beyond the Company’s
control.

The forward-looking information contained herein was developed based on assumptions related to, among other things, the continued growth of the blockchain technology
industry, the success of the participants in the ecosystem and the demand for such participants in the ecosystem and the demand for such participants’ product oﬀerings. The
Company does not intend, nor does the Company undertake any obligation, to update or revise any forward-looking information or statements contained in this document to
reﬂect subsequent information, events or circumstances or otherwise, except if required by applicable laws.

